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COMMENTON DR. ELWOODC. ZIMMERMAN'SPROPOSALTO ADD
TO THE " OFFICIAL LIST OF GENERICNAMESIN ZOOLOGY" THE
NAMES" OEOBIA " HUBNER, [1825], AND " HELLULA " GUENEE,

1845 (CLASS INSECTA, ORDERLEPIDOPTERA)

By EUGENEMUNROE
{Insect Systematics and Biological Control Unit, Entomology Division,

Science Service, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada)

(Commission Reference : Z.N.(S.) 1149)

(For the proposal in this case see Bull. zool. Nomencl. 12 : 248—251)

Dr. Zimmerman's proposal Z.N.(S.) 1149 relates to two questions : (1) the
proper spelling of the name Oebia or Oeobia, and (2) the tj^e species of this genus.

2. On the first of these questions I am glad to give unqualified support to Dr.
Zimmerman. It is obvious from the original publication that Oeobia is the intended
spelling and that Oebia is an accidental error. The latter is therefore an Invalid
Original Spelling (Copenhagen Decisions zool. Nomencl. : 44, Decision 71 (l)(b)(i)),

and has no status in nomenclature [ibid. : 45, Decision 73(1)). The reinforcement
of this conclusion by a specific ruling by the Commission is perhaps superfluous,

but will lay the matter to rest.

On the second question, I admire Dr. Zimmerman's scholarship in pointing out
the generally overlooked selection of the tj^e species of Oeobia Hiibner implicit,

under the now revoked Opinion 6, in Guenee's indication of Phalaena undalis

Fabricius as type species of Hellula Guenee ; furthermore, I strongly sjnmpathize

with Dr. Zimmerman's desire to protect the important name Hellula from
usurpation by the obscure name Oeobia. However, two points prevent me from
agreeing with his position.

3. The first of these is the technical question of the actual type species, under
existing rules and decisions, of Oeobia Hiibner. Dr. Zimmerman's historical data in

his para. 3(a) to (c) are accurate, as are in general those in his para. 3(e) to (h).

In summary : Hiibner, (1825), erected the genus Oeobia for two species ; one of

these, Pyralis undalis Fabricius, was indicated as type oi Hellula by Guenee, 1845
;

under Opinion 6 this had the effect of selecting the remaining original species,

numeralis Hiibner, as tj^e species of Oeobia ; Shibuya, 1928, ignoring the selection

under Opinion 6, selected undalis Fabricius as type species of Oeobia ; this selection

was made in due form and is not intrinsically invalid, but is antedated by the
selection under Opinion 6 ; imder Copenhagen Decisions zool. Nomencl. : 72,

Decision 135, 1953, Opinion 6 was repealed, and is to be disregarded except " where,
on the faith of Opinion 6, the species currently accepted as the type species of any
given nominal genus has been determined . . . [by the method prescribed in that
Opinion} and where, without such protection, it would be necessary to change the
type species of the genus concerned ". So far— except for the possible question of

whether Opinions had mandatory force on authors in 1928, when Shibuya made his
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selection —I completely agree with Dr. Zimmerman's presentation. His case, as

he clearly states, rests squarely on the assumption that numeralis Hiibner is now
the generally accepted type species of Oeobia, and that a change in accepted type is

required if Shibuya's designation is recognised.

4. This assumption, detailed in Dr. Zimmerman's para. 3(d), is, so far as I can
discover, a complete misconception. Far from being in general use with numercdia

Hiibner explicitly or implicitly as tjrpe, Oeobia has had little currency in any sense

whatever ; on the few occasions when the name has been used, it has been either

with undalis Fabricius as type species (e.g. : Shibuya, 1928 ; Klima, 1939

;

Ghesquiere, 1942 ; Inoue, 1955) or for an indiscriminate assemblage of species,

not closely related to either undalis Fabricius or numeralis Hiibner and without

designation or even suggestion of what the type species was considered to be

(Meyrick 1933). Oeobia only accidentally fell within the purview of Opinion 6

in the first place. Guenee did not really intend to " remove " undalis from Oeobia :

he regarded Oeobia, like many other Verzeichniss names, as invalid. He placed

numeralis in Scopula and undalis in the new genus Hellula, citing Oeobia in the

synonymy of neither. Althouth I have not examined all Eviropean references, I

know of no author who, " following Guenee's removal of Phalaena undalis Fabricius

to the genus Hellula Guen6e . . . xised the name Oeobia for the sole remaining species

namelv, Pyralis numeralis Hiibner ". Certainly this was not done in any general

work, e.g. Walker, 1859, Lederer, 1863, Meyrick, 1890, Hempson, 1896, 1899. In

these works Oeobia either is ignored or is rejected as a nondescript name.

5. There is, therefore, no case for the exercise of the " saving clause " of Decision

135 of the Copenhagen Congress. Any usage there may have been of Oeobia with

numeralis as explicit or implicit tj'pe is unknown to me, and was certainly obscure

or local. Converselj% Oeobia has been cited in a number of works of general applica-

tion or currency either with undalis as type species, or in the synonjTny of Hellula.

To recognise the indication under Opinion 6 of numeralis as tj'pe species of Oeobia

would be a reversal rather than a continuation of existing practice with respect

to the type species of this genus. The selection of numeralis as type species cannot,

therefore, be accepted automatically, but could be accomplished only by selection

under the Plenary Powers.

6. This leads to the second point on which I do not fully agree with Dr.

Zimmerman, namely : the desirability (as opposed to the t-echnical justification) of

considering numeralis rather than undalis the type of Oeobia. Here once again I

agree with most of Dr. Zimmerman's argument and with an important part of his

position. In spite of several current references to undalis and allies to Oeobia, there

is no doubt that the great preponderance of taxonomic usage and in addition an
extensive and almost imiversal usage in the literature of economic entomology

are predicated on the use of Hellula for undalis and allies. I fully agree that the

supplanting of Hellula by Oeobia would result in confusion, and would be contrary

to the principle of stability and imiversality of nomenclature, and that it is desirable

to avoid this change, even if the Plenary Powers must be invoked. Dr. Zimmerman,
as he states in his para. 4, would (assuming use of the Plenary Powers was necessary)

recommend the disposal of Oeobia by suppressing Shibuya's selection of undalis

as type and by upholding numeralis in its place. However, we must consider not

only the negative and admittedly beneficial effects of such action on Hellula but

also its positive and unfortunate effects on numeralis and allies. Here subjective

taxonomy must be considered, which, though not affecting pure nomenclature,

does strongly affect the questions of stability and usage that govern exercise of the

Plenary Powers.
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7. The species numeralis, if the current identification is correct —an assumption
concerning which there is some doubt —is itself a comparatively obscure Palaearctic

one, whose nomenelatorial fate is not a matter of great interest. However, recent

taxonomic work has shown that numeralis belongs to a structurally compact, but
numerous and widely distributed, genus, with probably well over 100 species and
an almost cosmopolitan range. At leeist two congeners, Pyralis ferrugcdia Hiibner
and Scopula rubigalis Guenee, are of recognised economic importance, their com-
bined ranges being almost world-wide. Generic references of these numerous
species have varied greatly but, to the best of my knowledge, not one of them with
the exception of numeralis at the time of Hiibner's erection of the genus and of a
few species in one obscure reference by Caradja, has ever been listed under Oeobia
which, as indicated above, has had a limited use, virtually always in other senses.

Selection, under the Plenary Powers, of numeralis as type species of Oeobia would
require the use of this name in a completely unfamiliar sense for the large number of

species that would otherwise fall in Udea Guenee (type species Pyralis ferrugalis

Hiibner, one of the economically important species), moreover this use, because of
present doubt as to the identity of numeralis, might ultimately have to be changed
again. Use of Oeobia in this sense would militate against stability and universal

acceptance of the names concerned, and would far counter-balance in this large

and important genus the stabilising effect it would have on the name of the small

though important genus Hellula.

8. If the assumption had been correct that numeralis automatically becomes the
tj^e of Oeobia, one might perhaps have been tempted to let events take their

course, regardless of possible disturbance of the names of numeralis and congeners.
However, as the Plenary Powers must in any event be invoked to preser\'e Hellula, a
very satisfactory solution presents itself, namely : instead of altering the type of
Oeobia simply to suppress the name. This would achieve the result, desired by both
Dr. Zimmerman and myself, of preserving the name Hellula and at the same time
would obviate the far-reaching changes that would be caused by altering the tj-pe

species of Oeobia from undalis to numeralis. I am submitting separately au
application for use of the Plenary Powers in this sense.

9. To sum up :—

(a) I agree that Oebia would be regarded as an Erroneous Original Spelling and
Oeobia Hiibner as a Valid Original Spelling.

(b) I do not agree that Pyralis numeralis Hiibner is the type of Oeobia Hiibner ;

on the contrary, I think that Phalaena undalis Hiibner is the type under
existing rules and decisions.

(c) I agree that the consequent sinking of Hellula Guenee to Oeobia Hiibner is

undesirable, that means ought to be found to prevent it, and that the
name Hellula Guenee, with tj^e species undalis Fabricius, should be added
to the Official List of Generic Names in Zoology, if necessary by use of the
Plenary Powers.

(d) I do not agree that the name Oeobia Hiibner, with type species numeralis
Hiibner, should be added to the Official List. On the contrary, I think this

little-used name ought to be suppressed under the Plenary Powers. I

apply separately to the Commission for such suppression in the immediately
following paper.


